Abstract. Let pN(w) = J2k=oakw • w £ c> JV 6 N, be a polynomial with complex coefficients. In this paper we prove that if Del is a simplyconnected bounded open set whose boundary is a closed, simple curve parametrized by x(s) = xx(s) + ix2(s) = pN(e's), s e [-n, n], then D has the Pompeiu property unless N = 1 and px(w) = axw + a2 in which case D is a disk. This result supports the conjecture that modulo sets of zero twodimensional Lebesgue measure, the disk is the only simply-connected, bounded open set which fails to have the Pompeiu property.
I. Introduction
Formulated by the Roumanian mathematician D. Pompeiu [PI, P2] in 1929, the Pompeiu problem consists in characterizing those bounded sets flcR for which / = 0 is the only continuous function on R such that (1.1) / f(x) dx = 0, for every rigid motion o of R .
Ja(D)
A set De R2 for which / = 0 is the only function such that (1.1) holds is said to have the Pompeiu property. Although this was not realized by Pompeiu himself, invariance with respect to rotations causes failure of the Pompeiu property. For instance, disks or annuli do not have the Pompeiu property (see [C] ), whereas elliptical regions do (see [BST] ). It is very tempting to conjecture that: Modulo sets of two-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero, the disk is the only bounded, simply connected open subset of R that does not have the Pompeiu property.
In 1973 Brown, Schreiber, and Taylor [BST] proved that every polygonal region, or, more generally, every convex set with at least a true corner has the Pompeiu property. In 1976 Williams [Wl] proved a remarkable connection between the Pompeiu problem and a symmetry problem in partial differential equations, known as Schiffer's conjecture: Let DcR2 be a bounded, connected open set with C boundary. Does the existence of a nontrivial solution u ofthe over determined eigenvalue problem Au = -Xu in D, X > 0, I -const -I \dD -ujiisi., duXdD ( Au = -I u\0D = const., |ïïL = 0> imply that D is a balll It was proved in [Wl] that for a domain DcR2 failure of the Pompeiu property is equivalent to the existence of a nontrivial solution of (1.2). In 1981 Williams [W2] , following the approach in [Ca] , proved a free boundary result concerning (1.2). As a consequence of it in R one obtains Theorem A. Let DcR2 be a bounded, simply-connected open set whose boundary dD is Lipschitz. If dD is not real analytic, D has the Pompeiu property.
The results in [BST] and [W2] leave open the case of domains with analytic boundaries. In 1982 Brown and Kahane [BK] proved the following In this paper we give a contribution to the above conjecture. We single out a class of domains in R that have the Pompeiu property. Our main result is the following Theorem. Let DcR2 be a bounded, simply-connected open set whose boundary dD is a closed, simple curve parametrized by x(s) = (xx(s), x2(s)), s e [-n, n] . Suppose that there exists a polynomial with complex coefficients N p(w) = ^2akw , w eC, N €N,
Then D has the Pompeiu property, unless p(w) = aw + b, for some a e C\{0}, beC.
If p(z) = aw + b, (1.3) represents a circle centered at b with radius |a|. To provide some motivation for our result we discuss an example. The conchoid of the circle is the curve whose equation in polar coordinates is given by
When a = b the conchoid has a cusp at the origin of the type x, = -|x2| ' , whereas for a < b the curve is real analytic. Since we are concerned with simply connected domains by virture of [Wl, Theorem 1] we can assume a > 0. In §3 we obtain an asymptotic estimate of (1.6) when D is a domain as in the theorem, Ç e Ma, and Ç -► oc, see Theorem 3.1. In §4 we deduce the Pompeiu property for D from this estimate and Theorem C. Our approach is based on Riemann's method of the steepest descent. We mention that the idea to attack the Pompeiu problem by using asymptotic expansions of Xd nas Deen inspired to us by Berenstein's paper [B] .
We would like to thank Giovanni Dore for so graciously helping us with the drawings at the Macintosh.
Preliminary reductions
The integral (1.6), is, in general, difficult to deal with directly. The purpose of this section is to bring it to a form which better lends itself to an application of the method of the steepest descent. Since the Pompeiu property is invariant under translations we can, without loss of generality, assume that the polynomial p(w) in the theorem is of the type 
We wish to study the asymptotic behavior of (2.2) when Ç = (Çx, £2) -► oo 2 along the algebraic variety M_a in C . Since we are interested in establishing the Pompeiu property for the domain D enclosed by (1.3), and the latter is invariant under dilation, translation, and rotation, we can, without loss of generality, make the following assumption on the polynomial p in (2.1). aM can be chosen to be one. If we write aN = aN + ißN , we can choose ßN = 0 and iß aN < 0. In fact, letting aN = pe , if ip e [0, 2n] is to be chosen, we have
e p(e ) = ey +---+ peK , se [-n,7t] .
At this point we choose y/ = M(6 + n)/(N -M) and perform the change of variable x = s + ip . In conclusion, we can assume that p(e's) takes the form ,~ .,, , is, ¡Ms , i{M+X)s , iNs .il " where we have denoted by 0(r_(e +1)) a function whose absolute value is bounded uniformly for r large and s e [-it, it] by a constant depending only on the polynomial p in (2.1). Putting (2.7) and (2.9) together we obtain (2.10) rq(s + ie In r) + i(t -r)x2(s + ie In r) n -eM+X I iMs OtaN -iNs\ , -e(M+X)+X v~* 'ks -e(k-M-X) = r [e -r-e +r > ake r '
+ r 2-s T\ßk~i)e ' + 0(r K ').
-{eM+X), k=M+X A simple calculation now gives
At this point we introduce some notation. For z e C we set + r-i-^' ¥{s ; r) + 0(r-^1')] ■ g(s ; r) ds.
Since as r -» +oo, exp[0(r"(£M+1))] = 1 + 0(r_(£M+1)), setting (2.16) k(s;r) = g(s;r)(l + 0(r-{£M+l))),
we finally obtain from (2.15)
exp[r~£ U(tp(s) + r~ey/(s ; r))]k(s ; r) ds.
-n
We remark that y/(s; r) is a polynomial in r~e whose coefficients are trigonometrical polynomials in s e [-it, it] .
3. Asymptotic analysis of the integral (2.17)
The work done in the previous section will enable us to carry through the asymptotic analysis of (2.2). The study of the Fourier integral (2.17) can be attacked by the method of the steepest descent. The phase in (2.17) is the sum of the function tp to which we can apply the method, see Lemma 3.1 below, plus a perturbation that for r large moves the critical points of tp by little.
Lemma 3.1. Let M, N be fixed as in (2.1) and let tp be defined by (2.12) (recall that aN < 0). Then, the point
is a simple critical point of tp, i.e., <p'(z0) = 0 and tp"(z0) ^ 0. Moreover, there exist rjeR anda C1 path y contained in the region
with the exception of the point z = z0, which joins the point (-n, r¡) to the point (n, rf).
Proof. It is immediate to check that for zQ as in (3.1) we have <p'(z0) = 0, tp"(zQ) ^ 0, and that Re<9(z0) > 0. The easy, although tedious, details of the second part of the lemma are left to the reader. The latter can easily convince himself that, qualitatively, the region Retp(z) <Retp(zQ) looks like that earmarked by a+ in Figure 2 . We remark that f(0) = Ô(z0; 0) = 0. Next, we observe that, because of (3.4), for any compact set K c {z\Retp(z) < Re^(z0)} there exists a ö = ôK > 0 such that K c {z\ ReÔ(z ; er) < Re4>(z(cr) ; o)} for any 0 < o < 3. Let y be the path whose existence is claimed in Lemma 3.1, and let p > 0 be fixed sufficiently small. Then there exists ô = ô(p) > 0 such that for d < S, y\[y xx {z\\z -z(o)\ < p}] is contained in a compact subset H of {z\Retp(z) <Retp(z0)} . By the previous remark, for a sufficiently small H is also contained in {z\ ReÔ(z ; o) < Re<P(z(o") ; o)} . Therefore, we can deform the path y into a new path y such that for every sufficiently small a (3.8) (3.9) (3.10) ya passes through z(o), 7a\{z(a)} c {Red>(z; o) < Re<P(z(cr) ; a)}, ya = y outside {z\ \z -z(o)\ < p}.
See Figure 3 . By Cauchy's theorem and (2.17) we obtain We now examine I(r). (3.6) plays a crucial role. By it, recalling that o = r~e, we can write for sufficiently small o (3.14)
If we set *F(z ; a) = (z -z(o))2E(z ; o), then by (3.9) we have provided that |z-z0| and a are sufficiently small. We remark that our choice of the complex square root of a number w is yjw = \w\x/1 exp(i?^), 0 < arg w <2n . Moreover, we may assume without loss of generality that (3.17) B(z ; er) / 0 in a neighborhood of (z0, 0).
We write zQ = x0 + iy0, z = x + iy and z(o) = x(o) + iy(o).
Then (3.16) becomes
where by abuse of notation we have denoted by A(x, y ; er) and B(x, y ; er) respectively the functions A(x + iy ; er) and B(x + iy ; o). We define for er small, and, moreover, we have F(x(er),v(er);cr) = 0. In conclusion, we have by (3.21) and (3.19) ly=y(x;«7) = "ICK* ' a) ~ y(a))A(x » >*(■* î *) Î *)
Now we want to show that
with L(x ; er) ^ 0 in a neighborhood of (x0, 0). We observe that because of Moreover, from (3.20) we obtain
In (3.25) we have used (3.19). Inserting (3.25) into (3.24), using (3.16) and (3.17), we finally have for o small enough
Plugging this information in (3.23) yields (3.22). We conclude that along the curve x i-> y(x ; o), and locally around the point (x0, 0), we have Re*¥ > 0, except at the point x = x(a) where Re^ = 0. Therefore, there exists a 5 > 0 such that for o < ô , \z -z(o)\ < a and x / x(er), the curve x i-> y(x; er) / y=y (-;o) Figure 4 is contained in the region {z\Rex¥(z; o) > Rex¥(z(o); o) = 0}, see (3.15). Using this observation we can deform the path ya into a new path, ya , which coincides with ya for \z-z(o)\ > 20 , with y = y(-; o) for |z-z(cr)| < S , and which for ô < \z -z(o)\ <2ô is a continuous path that joins the two branches without exiting the region (3.15) (see Figure 4) .
We now return to (3.14). We choose p = 26 in (3.14). Another application of Cauchy's theorem gives (3.26) [ exp[oM~l/e(z-z(o) 
There exists x = x(ô) > 0 for which that part of ya contained in the annulus {z\S <\z -z(o)\ < 20} lies in the region {z\ Re*P(z; o) > 0}. Hence, as for (3.13) we can conclude that as o -► 0 (3.27) l"(cr) = 0(ok) for every iceN. Recalling now (2.14), (2.16), we rewrite (3.33) as follows
From (3.32) and (3.33) we then obtain
Equations (3.6) and (3.16) imply 9"{z0) (3.35)
A(x0,y0;0) + iB(xQ,y0;0) = \ ^¡^ = i
Finally, recalling (2.6), from (3.11), (3.13), (3.26), (3.27), (3.34), and (3.35),
we conclude with the following In this section we prove the theorem. The hard work has already been done in proving Theorem 3.1. In fact, the proof of the theorem is, at this point, a straightforward consequence of the expansion (3.36) and of the quoted Theorem C of Brown, Schreiber, and Taylor. Let £ = (Ç, + Ç2) € C2. Since by the divergence theorem xdD(o = (cl + i:2)xD(C), it is clear from (3.36) that for no a > 0 can Xd vanish identically on a set Ma, see (1.7).
Remark. In the statements of the theorem and of Theorem 3.1 we have assumed that the degree N of the polynomial p is strictly larger than one. If M = N = 1, then e = 2/(N + M) = 1 in (2.6), and (2.17) becomes -i rn where Jx is the Bessel function of the first kind and order one. We choose a < 0 such that v^-a is a zero of Jx. Then (4.2) yields no information. Rightly so, however, since we know that the circle does not have the Pompeiu property.
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